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United Laboratories - Leading the Way
with Green Chemistry that Really Works
United Laboratories continues to lead the way in providing Earth Smart ® certified
products for our customers. In the seventies we developed Solar Solvents, citrus-based
solvents derived from renewable resources. In the eighties, we replaced widely used
butyl with enzymes and bacteria for numerous applications. In the early nineties, United
clearly defined the Earth Smart® standards and developed Harvest Gold, the world’s first
Earth Smart® solvent line made from renewable agricultural products.

Now, Another First from United…

United now has the first patented VOC-Free,
solvent-based product line to help you meet
today’s maintenance needs.
This product line was developed with two primary
goals in mind:
1.	
Exceed the changing Volatile Organic
Compound (VOC) regulations set forth by the
Environmental Protection Agency and other
State agencies, calling out for fewer VOC’s in
products.
2.	Exceed the performance expectations of our
customers, by developing a “green” chemistry
that works as well as, or better than the current
existing products.

These goals, tied in with United’s Earth Smart®
philosophy and innovative research, resulted in a
truly unique formulation that is manufactured and
available exclusively through United Laboratories.
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United’s SMART SOLVE® received its first patent
on September 12, 2009 covering the composition
and use for the products in this line. A second
patent was issued on December 7, 2010.

The Importance of VOC-Free
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC’s) when released
into the atmosphere contribute to the formation of
ground level ozone, which is proven to harm human
health, vegetation and even building materials. Scientists
indicate that one in three individuals is at high-risk for
ozone-related health effects like asthma, damaged lung
tissue, increased susceptibility to infections and more.
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Reducing VOC’s in the products we use is important to
all of us as well as the environment.
In this regard, the patent document for SMART SOLVE®
shows:
“One aspect of the invention provides a cleaning
composition which is substantially free of VOC’s
(as determined by U.S. Clean Air and Water Act
regulations). Advantageously, the cleansing power
of the compositions is substantially retained
or even increased relative to prior art cleaning
compositions containing significantly higher levels
of VOC’s. Furthermore, the cleaning compositions
are less toxic, have low environmental impact and
present a low fire hazard (i.e., the compositions
have a high flash point) at least relative to prior art
cleaning compositions containing higher levels of
VOC’s. Moreover, the cleaning compositions may be
substantially free of nonyl phenol ethoxylates.”

Exceeding Performance Expectations
One of the biggest complaints industry-wide about
so-called “green” chemistry is that it does not perform
as well as the products previously being used. For the
development of SMART SOLVE® performance was and
remains of key importance.
The Kauri-butanol (“Kb”) value of a product measures
its solvent power. In testing SMART SOLVE® products
have “Kb” values exceeding similar products already in
use. The patent document indicates:
“…the cleaning compositions have a Kauri-butanol
(“Kb”) value greater than about 70, greater than
about 72, and/or greater than about 75. The Kauributanol value is a standardized measure of solvent
power for a solvent, and is thus strongly correlated
to the cleansing power of a cleaning composition.
The Kb value is determined in accordance
with ASTM Test Method D 1133. The invention
advantageously provides cleaning compositions
having increased Kb values at least relative to prior
art cleaning compositions containing higher levels
of VOC’s.”

Solvency performance testing shows used diesel engine oil after it has dried
and then been treated with SMART SOLVE® and two comparison products
with no agitation. After 2 minutes, results showed SMART SOLVE® worked as
well as or better than comparisons. After 15 minutes as shown here, SMART
SOLVE® clearly outperformed comparison products.

FOG solvency is important in other applications. FOG
(fats, oils and grease) collects in pipes and grease traps
and is often released through drain systems into the
sewer main. If levels of FOG are too high going into the
main, facilities can be severely fined. Facilities can benefit
from using SMART SOLVE®.
As indicated in the patent:
“D-limonene released 6.6 times more FOG into the
water than the cleaning composition in accordance
with the invention. Additionally, the soy methyl ester
cleaning composition released 1.6 times more FOG
into the water than the cleaning composition in
accordance with the invention.
“The foregoing results are very favorable because it
is desirable for the cleaning composition to release
as little FOG into the water as possible. Additionally,
the cleaning composition in accordance with the
invention is VOC free whereas d-limonene and soy
methyl ester contain VOC’s.”
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Utilizing the HACH Test Method 10056, it was determined that compared to
SMART SOLVE®, using Solar Solvents (d-limonene) released 6.6 times more
FOG and soy-based product released 1.6 times more FOG into the water. This
is exhibited here by the difference in clarity in the water below the layer of
grease. SMART SOLVE® is the most favorable option here.

United’s patented
SMART SOLVE®
formulations are:
• Earth Smart® Certified
• Bio-Based – From Vegetable Extract
• VOC-Free
• NPE-Free
Non-Flammable (flashpoint of
•	

240°F/115°C, excludes United 181)
Non-Toxic, Non-Caustic, Non-Corrosive,
•	
Non-Acid
• Free of Petroleum Distillates
• Free of Chlorinated Hydrocarbons
• Safer to Use
• Safer for the Environment

As previously indicated we had two primary
goals for developing SMART SOLVE®, yet as
outlined here this formulation meets many
more objectives as well. Many of these
objectives lead to a product that is safer for
you and the environment. In addition, being
non-flammable reduces special storage
concerns and being non-hazardous also
helps to reduce shipping costs.

Introducing United’s Exclusive, Patented SMART SOLVE® Products
Three options are available for your cleaning
and degreasing needs:
United 181 SMART SOLVE® Universal Degreaser
This convenient aerosol
is easy-to-use. Just spray
it on and wipe away the
grime.

United 605 SMART SOLVE® Universal Liquid Degreaser
Available in pints for
easy, liquid spray-on or
wipe-on applications. It is
also available in 6-gallon,
20-gallon, 35-gallon and
55-gallon containers.

United 607 SMART SOLVE® Degreaser Wipes
These wipes are treated
with our patented formula
and are convenient for
quick-cleaning tasks
without the worries of
spilling or overspray. Each
canister has 70, 9 ½” x 12”
wipes that are textured
on one side to help break
through the toughest
grime.
These three products have a high solvency that cuts
through:
• Oil
• Adhesives
• Grease
• Tape Residue
Tar
•
• Dirt and Grime
• Glues
Perfect for use on:
• Trucks and Trailers
• Cars and Vans
• Metal Surfaces
• Brick and Glass
• Heavy Equipment

•
•
•
•

Forklifts
Golf Carts
Worbenches and Tools
Storage Bins

Other great SMART SOLVE® products include:

United 608 SMART SOLVE® Gelled Graffiti Remover

United 602 SMART SOLVE® Drain Maintainer

This zero VOC graffiti
remover is compliant
for use in all States. The
gelled formulation makes
it perfect for treating
vertical surfaces, allowing
extended contact time on
the surface being treated.

Cuts through grease and
slime build-up in drains,
while providing added
deodorizing benefits.
SMART SOLVE® can be
manually fed into the
drains or automatically
fed by using United’s
programmable A855 or
A877 Peristaltic Metering
Pumps with A693 BT Black
Viton Tubing or the A757 Pail Pump. This will provide the
most efficient and effective treatment to prevent backups. For drains feeding into grease traps it will help to
minimize the FOG being released into the sewer main.

Removes spray paint, inks,
permanent marker, crayon,
lipstick and more from most hard, non-porous surfaces.
United 608 is packaged in pints, 6-gallon, 20-gallon,
35-gallon and 55-gallon containers.
United 627 SMART SOLVE® Graffiti Wipes
If you like the ease of use
of a wipe product, this
VOC-free graffiti remover
will definitely come in
handy. Removes spray
paint, inks, permanent
marker, crayon, lipstick
and more from most
hard, non-porous
surfaces.

United 602 is packaged in pints, 6-gallon, 20-gallon,
35-gallon and 55-gallon containers.
United 603 SMART SOLVE® Tar Remover
The high solvency
formulation of SMART
SOLVE® Tar Remover is
perfect for removing tar
and road oil from:
• Trucks and Trailers
• Cars and Vans
• Dump Trucks
• Utility Vehicles
• Farm Equipment
• Heavy Equipment
• Tools and more…

Each canister of SMART SOLVE® Graffiti Wipes contains
70, 9 ½” x 12” wipes that are textured on one side to
help break through and remove vandalism marks.

United 603 is available in 1-gallon, 6-gallon, 20-gallon,
35-gallon and 55-gallon containers.
United 604 SMART SOLVE® Lift Station Maintainer
The high solvency of
SMART SOLVE® Lift
Station Maintainer can
be used to cut through
the grease and slime that
builds up on the side walls
of the lift station. Also use
it to solubilize the grease
accumulations in the lift
station, by floating a layer
of SMART SOLVE® on the
surface of the water as directed. The fresh scent will also
provide added deodorizing benefits.
United 604 is available in 1-gallon, 6-gallon, 20-gallon,
35-gallon and 55-gallon containers.

Today’s maintenance needs require
smart solutions, talk to your United
sales representative about the
groundbreaking SMART SOLVE®
products that are manufactured
exclusively by United Laboratories.
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